Abstract-This study analyzes the effectiveness of an Artificial Immune System (AIS) to model and predict the movements of the stock market. To aid in this research the AIS models are compared with a k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) algorithm, an artificial neural network (ANN) and a benchmark market portfolio to compare simulated trading results. The analysis shows that the AIS produced overall accuracy results of 67% over a 20 year test period and that the increased complexity of the model was warranted by the statistically significant superior results when compared to the simpler instancebased approach of kNN. The accuracy results were comparable to those obtained from training the ANN and the trading results outperformed the market benchmark, providing evidence that the stock market had a degree of predictability during the time period of 1989-2008. In general the practice of using the natural immune system to inspire a learning algorithm has been established as a viable alternative to modeling the stock market when implementing a supervised learning approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary inspired algorithms are a popular learning technique applied to several financial modeling problems [1] , [2] , [3] . Their ability to work with highly non-linear and noisy data makes them a natural choice in solving the difficult prediction and optimization problems faced in the financial domain. Although this area has been popular the majority of the research in forecasting financial assets has been with genetic algorithms [4] , genetic programming [5] and hybrids such as evolutionary neural networks. The group of algorithms inspired from the vertebrate immune system referred to as Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) has received very little attention in this area. These algorithms were initially used in unsupervised learning and as a result were not as appropriate for a lot of financial applications. This constraint has been lifted as several AIS algorithms have been developed for classification tasks [6] , [7] . Much of the on-going research in financial forecasting could be generalized into the problems of patterns recognition and anomaly detection, both of which have been successfully attempted by AIS in other areas [8] , [9] . Given the success Manuscript received February 7, 2010 . M. Butler is with the Artificial Intelligence Group at the University of York, York, YO10 5DD (email mbutler@cs.york.ac.uk).
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of the somewhat related research endeavors with AIS, it seems appropriate to further investigate their abilities with market and other financial asset prediction. The AIS algorithms are instance-based learners which are not as popular in the research literature compared to other algorithms from supervised learning (SL), such as artificial neural networks (ANN) and support vector machines (SVM). Where an ANN will attempt to learn a global operator to generate predictions, the instance-based approaches look to identify situations which are similar to ones in the past. There is an increasing body of evidence which suggests that the returns in the stock market are not completely random. This body of work comes partly from the area of behavioral finance which attempts to prove that market efficiency, as described in the efficient market hypothesis [10] , is not the underlying factor which governs market behavior. Research in behavioral finance is aimed toward explaining market behavior by combining the fields of psychology and economic theory. Behavioral finance has provided evidence to explain certain market phenomena such as the disposition effect [11] and the inefficient and slow integration of news into current market prices [12] . A definition of market predictability could be that if markets exhibit behavior that can be identified as similar to previously observed and such behavior results in a similar outcome than it is predictable. Under such a definition it seems logical that an algorithm which determines similarity between events, such as instance-based learners, would be appropriate for modeling such behavior, thus taking advantage of the specificity bias in instance-based learners. This paper will apply a popular AIS algorithm for classification to the task of predicting monthly stock market movements. Specifically the algorithm will be training in a supervised learning context with tuples of information containing macro-economic data and its effect on market movements. The algorithm will be attempting to learn the highly non-linear relationship that exists between the performance of the market and measureable variables of the state of the economy. The algorithm used in this study is AIRS [6] which uses an instance-based representation and is inspired from clonal selection theory of acquired immunity. The algorithm will be compared three fold, first to another lazy-learning learning technique namely, k-Nearest Neighbor, secondly to an artificial neural network, and finally to a traditional investment model. The final benchmark is to add context to the results in terms of market performance which will assist in judging the real-world applicability of such a technique.
II. OVERVIEW OF AIS
This section will outline the major principles behind the machine learning approach based on the immune system. The Artificial Immune System is a biologically inspired algorithm which draws its inspiration from the vertebrate natural immune system (NIS). The NIS can be generalized as a system which continually protects the body from harmful invaders, called antigens, and keeps the body in an equilibrium state. The AIS is not an exact model of how the NIS interacts with a living entity; rather, it draws on principles from the immune systems which are a natural fit for machine learning. The notion of "self" and "not self" is one of the more popular principles employed in AIS algorithms; it means that the immune system is able to recognize objects which are not harmful, such as red bloods cells, categorized as "self", commonly referred to as antibodies and antigens which are a threat to the wellbeing of the system, such as viruses. This principle is the main underlying theme to AIS for supervised learning, although the algorithms go into much more detail and employ other principles from the NIS to accomplish this goal; in all cases, the notion that the immune system can effectively distinguish between two distinct objects is the very basis of using it for an analogy in machine learning. In the NIS, if an antibody is activated by an antigen, then the two bind and the antigen is destroyed, eliminating the threat. How the immune system actually accomplishes this task forms the principles which influence the inner workings of AIS algorithms.
Negative selection (NS) was first used in AIS for recognizing "self" and "not self", with this type of learning the algorithm only uses examples of one-type of object such as in positive-only learning. NS comes from the Thymus which is an organ responsible for generating the T-Cells which circulate the body looking for invading antigens. The thymus continually creates T-cells which are first held in the thymus and tested to see if they are activated by any of the "self", which would mean that they recognize and react to "self", if they do than they are destroyed, otherwise released into the body as they will only be activated by "non-self" pathogens. A T-cell is activated if its degree of similarity is sufficiently close to an antigen and this degree of similarity is determined by an affinity measure. This type of learning can be very ineffective for supervised learning as the "nonself" space can be quite large and require a massive number of T-cells to accurately map it. Also by ignoring counter examples and only training on one type of data a large amount of useful information is ignored. To improve upon the principle of NS, the algorithm implemented in this study, which will be more thoroughly introduced in the next section, is referred to as clonal selection-based AIS where training is conducted with both negative and positive exemplars. The algorithm learns and builds a memory of negative and positive exemplars and later uses this experience to classify new antigens which enter the system or, representing, new, unlabelled examples to which the algorithm is exposed.
III. RELATED WORK
In [13] , where the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm has been used in financial time-series prediction, the authors state the motivation for using such a method is derived from the non-stationary nature of financial time-series. The higher level of complexity in that data creates problems for artificial neural networks to build a global operator to capture reoccurring patterns. The kNN algorithm was also explored in [14] for determining index predictability of the Warsaw Stock Exchange. The kNN algorithm was the topperformer, in terms or overall accuracy of predictions, in comparison to an ANN, GA-evolved logic programmers and Naive Bayes. Once again the author concluded that the superior performance could be related to the non-linear nature of financial data and that generated global methods to explain market prediction may contain too many problems. Related work with Artificial Immune Systems includes research [15] where an AIS was attempting to predict the performance of a bank over the coming year in the Taiwanese Banking Industry based on financial ratios. The algorithm was compared to other methods from similar research which included neural networks trained with a genetic algorithm or back-propagation, case-based reasoning, logistic regression analysis and quadratic discriminant analysis. The results were reported for overall accuracy and the AIS system, which was based on a resource limited AIS [16] , generated the best results with a hit ratio of 97.30%. Along the same lines the authors in [17] used a hybrid-AIS algorithm to predict bankruptcies among Indian companies based on commonly reported financial ratios. The method employed several immune system analogies such as negative/positive selection and clonal selection. The results are compared with two statistical methods, the Altman Zscore and Emergent Market-score, and over the three test periods the immune inspired algorithms were the top performers. The authors found that while using r-continuous matching to determine similarity, the positive selection algorithm was the most effective. The work in [18] was directed at detecting abnormal fluctuations in stock prices in order to improve risk management of the stock market. The method was based on negative selection with r-continuous matching for determining affinity and a novel risk evaluation function was proposed to assist in determining if an unknown antigen was an anomaly or not.
IV. ALGORITHM OVERVIEWS
This section will introduce and provide an overview of the algorithms implemented in this study.
A. Artificial Immune Systems
The Artificial Immune System developed for this work was based on AIRS [6] , where a set of memory cells are evolved during training by stimulating and mutating a population of Artificial Recognition Balls (ARBs). Although the implementation is based on AIRS it might be different from existing AIRS implementations in certain details. A highlevel algorithm that is used to evolve a set of memory cells is as follows 1 : 
1) Parameter and data structure description
This section will introduce some terminology and discuss the parameters which had the greatest effect on the algorithms performance in terms of accuracy for this implementation:
Clonal rate: a variable in the equation which determines the number of mutated clones a given ARB or Memory Cell is allowed to produce. Mutation rate: The probability, set between 0 and 1, that any one input attribute within an ARB will be mutated, excluding the class attribute of that ARB. Stimulation Threshold: A parameter used to determine the stopping criterion for training on a particular antigen, set between 0 and 1. Stimulation Threshold Scalar: A value between 0 and 1 that when combined with the average affinity value (AAV) among the training antigens, given in equation [1] , determines the cut-off point for MC replacement.
[1]
where n is the number of training exemplars, are the ith and jth training exemplars and the affinity (x, y) is the Euclidian distance between feature vectors, equation [4] . Hyper mutation rate: Another variable in the equation (clonal rate x hyper mutation rate x stimulation value) which determines the number of mutated clones a given ARB or MC is allowed to produce. Total Resources: The total number of resources allowed to be shared amongst the ARB population. This parameter provides the selection pressure to 1 For a more detailed account of the algorithm please refer to [6] .
ensure that the ARB pool only contains the most stimulated cells. K: The parameter which is used in classification to determine the number of neighbours in the local neighbourhood to consider for the majority vote. Stimulation Value: Determined using Euclidian Distance and is the value returned by the stimulation function, given by equation [2] .
[2]
B. Artificial Neural Network
The artificial neural network (ANN) implemented is this study had a topology of two hidden layers with 6 nodes in the first hidden layer and 4 nodes in the second. This topology was arrived at after experimentation and taking into consideration overall run time and accuracy of the models. A sigmoid activation function was used at each node, given by equation [3] . [3] where a is the sum of each input into the node multiplied by its respective weight.
A. K-Nearest Neighbor
The k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) algorithm is a simple lazylearning instance based approach where a local neighborhood of k-points are identified based on a similarity function for each tuple in the testing data. Once a local neighborhood is established the testing tuple is classified based on a majority vote. The similarity function is based on the Euclidian distance between the testing tuple in question and each training tuple in the dataset training window, the similarity equation is given in [4] . The kNN algorithm provides a baseline for evaluating the more complex learning methods employed in AIS and ANN. In particular kNN will help assist in assessing the effectiveness of instance-based learning as an alternative to generating a global operator for financial forecasting. [4] where d(x, y) is the Euclidian distance between vectors x and y, and x i and y i are the ith elements in each feature vector.
V. DATA DESCRIPTION The algorithms are training to learn the behaviour of a stock market as a whole and as a result the input dataset reflects information pertaining to macro-economic indicators and past performances of other market indexes. These indicators include, inter alia, measures of inflation, corporate bond ratings and treasury-bill rates. The inputs are not the actual values of each indicator but the rate of change from one month to the next. The market index which the algorithms are attempting to model is the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) which is a major market index which is comprised of the 30 largest blue-chip companies in the USA. The classification is binary {0, 1} where a 0 denotes a market contraction and 1 a market expansion. This technique has a shortcoming in that the algorithms are not concerned with magnitude and only direction which can lead to a more accurate model producing inferior investment returns. However classifying based on directional accuracy during training has been shown to produce models which are highly correlated with out-of-sample profitability [19] , [20] , which is the main objective of these investment models.
A. Data pre-processing
The data for the AIS and kNN algorithms was normalized between 0 and 1, this step is essential for the AIS implementation as the stimulation values and other parameters of the system are setup under the assumption that all data is in this range. The ANN was initially trained with this data format, however the results were very weak and the models were essentially a buy-and-hold approach where each month was predicted to increase, this was the result of a gradient close to 0, caused by the large number of inputs (28) and weights initialized between {0,1}. To combat this short-coming the data was normalized between {-1, 1} to increase the continuous range. The effect does not bias the data as it is still an unambiguous linear transformation.
VI. TRADING STRATEGIES
In addition to comparing the algorithms based on statistical measures, the outputs of the algorithms will be used to generate semi-active short-term trading models, where the models will be making investments locked in for one month at a time. The trading models will be compared to each other and an appropriate bench-mark, for these experiments a buyand-hold trading strategy will be used. The benchmark portfolio will provide insight into the usefulness of any of the developed models as the extra effort required for the research should produce higher realized returns. Since the predictions are based on the market as a whole and the investments are as well, then the only way to outperform the benchmark is to accurately predict contractions. Under both trading systems the models are predicting the direction the market will move in the coming month.
A. Long positions with a risk-free alternative
The first method will only take long positions in the stock market where in the event of a market contraction being predicted the model will invest in a risk-free rate ( ). For the purposes of this study the risk-free rate is assumed to be an annualized rate of return of 2% when monthly payments are re-invested and compounded.
B. Long and short positions
The second and more risky strategy will take long and short positions in the market, such a strategy is seeking positive returns from the stock market in times when the market value is decreasing, the process of a taking a shortposition is depicted in Fig. 1 . A variety of market instruments are available to short the market, such as a put option, but effectively they all profit from market contractions.
Figure1 -An overview of the process of short-selling a security in the stock market or taking a short position.
VII. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The data set contains monthly data which spans a 30 year time period from 1978-2008. The experiments are performed with a sliding window approach, which helps eliminate the negative effects of the non-stationary nature of the time series. Each algorithm is trained for 10 years (120 data tuples) and tested for 1 year (12 data tuples), at which point the window shifts by one year. This approach allows for 20 separate, though not fully independent, training and testing periods, this equates to 240 test points for evaluating the competing performances of the algorithms. As stated, the experiments are conducted with an Artificial Immune System (AIS), k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) and an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with 2 hidden layers. With regards to the instance-based learners (kNN and AIS), the experiments are conducted under two different learning assumptions. In the first case the memory of the algorithms is wiped clean at the end of each training/testing window, under the second assumption the memory is allowed to accumulate from one window to the next.
VIII. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The main focus of this research is the AIS and therefore the results from the AIS experiments will receive more attention. This section will initially report on the testing results of the AIS and subsequently of the other algorithms.
A. Results for AIS with accumulated memory
In table 1 we have the parameter settings for the AIS experiment which yielded the highest performance in terms of overall accuracy for the accumulated memory. Step 1: A short-seller borrows the shares from a lender for a fee and sells the shares on the market at the current price.
Step 2: At sometime in the future the short-seller purchases the shares from the market and returns the shares back to the lender.
In table 2 the AIS testing results are displayed for the algorithms performance using the above parameter settings. To assist the reader and for space considerations the testing results are grouped into sets of 4, yielding 5 periods of averaged results. For each period the reported results include accuracy, precision for each class, the number of memory cells at the end of training and the number of mc replacements. Precision is defined as the number of months correctly predicted to be a certain class c i divided by the total number of months predicted to be C i . Table 3 displays the parameter settings for the optimal performance over the testing periods when the memory cells are deleted after each window. From the tables above we see that the differences in terms of parameter settings for the two memory conditions are the stimulation threshold and the k number of neighbors to consider. When fewer memory cells are available more of them are required to make a positive prediction. As well, the AIS models benefit from training memory cells to higher threshold when only the recent past is considered. The number of memory cell replacements over a given training window yields some interesting insights into how the AIS models are learning, in figure 2 we have a plot of the DJIA market index over the testing window along with the number of memory cell replacements that each model had for each year. In the early `90s when the market was fairly stable and trending, the number of mc replacements was quite high for both models. This is because the antigens entering the AIS system are very similar and therefore the evolved antibody is also quite similar to other existing mcs, this makes the possibility of replacement more likely. A complement to this observation is that when the market was more volatile the number of mc replacements declines for both models, displaying that the evolved antibodies are unlike any which have been seen before as the current market conditions are unique at that time as well. The two largest differences between the yearly accuracies occur in 1991 and 2002, with the AIS system allowed to retain its memory having the superior accuracy in 1991 and the reverse for 2002. In terms of precision when predicting positive market movements both models produced results below 50% only once over the 20 years and in both cases this was achieved when the models had their largest differences in overall accuracy (1991 and 2002) . It is interesting to note that the extended memory cell AIS performs better when the market is less volatile and the movement is relatively flat, where as the shortened memory cell AIS is performing better when the market trend experiences a drastic change. This behavior is based on each models interpretation of memory and how quickly the models are able to adapt to market changes. The extended memory cell model exhibits a behavioral trait of conservatism, which is the slow updating of models in the face of new evidence, so in quick trend changes the quality of the predictions is eroded. This observation could also indicate that the market behavior was non-stationary and therefore the extended memory compromises the prediction quality. This behavior has been linked to stock returns and market inefficiencies in [21] . The shortened memory cell models have a somewhat myopic view of market behavior and can be more susceptible to small fluctuations, which is usually most predatory to investor earnings in times of sideways moving markets, as was experienced in 1991. In table 5 the results from all of the algorithms are displayed. Reported for these models are the overall accuracy, precision for both classes and their respective standard deviations. For the kNN and AIS models the results are shown for both accumulating and non-accumulating memory. Table 5 -Testing results for the AIS, ANN and kNN algorithms. Prec() is the precision for class 1 and 0 and sd is the standard deviation. AIS/kNN-1 and AIS/kNN -2 are the accumulating and non-accumating memroy models respectively. From the table above we see that the ANN was able to produce slightly higher overall accuracy for the testing sets with an accuracy of 69.17% compared to the AIS models of 67.08% and 66.25% for the non-accumulating and accumulating models respectively. The kNN models were both significantly inferior across each measure and the additional data points gained from an accumulating memory lead to a reduction in model robustness. For both AIS models and the ANN the predictions were more reliable for market expansions where we have a higher overall precision and lower standard deviation. For the instance-based learning approaches there appears to be an inverse relationship between the value of k and the number of data points available in the global neighborhood, where the larger the training set or the number of mcs the smaller the value of k 2 . Figure 3 provides a plot of the yearly accuracies for the ANN and the AIS models (kNN is not represented as the results were significantly inferior to the other approaches). From figure 3 we see that the AIS models are outperforming the ANN in the latter part of the testing period (2005 -2008).
B. Results for AIS without accumulated memory

A. Comparison results
Accuracy
IX. TRADING RESULTS
A. Long-positions with risk-free alternative
The trading simulations generated from each of the models under the strategy which only takes long positions in the stock market (as discussed in section 6.A) are displayed in table 6 . The results with regards to annual returns and cumulative profits do not account for transaction costs, this is for simplicity reasons and that this research is mainly intended for institutional investors. Reported are cumulative return (assuming an initial investment of $1000.00 and returns are 100% re-invested), average yearly return and the Sharpe Ratio [22] which is a commonly used metric for investment managers to gauge how efficient a trading strategy is with the extra risk it is exposed to, where the higher the value the better. The Sharpe Ratio, , is shown in equation [5] : the numerator is the risk adjusted expected return and the denominator is the amount of variance in those returns for the reporting period; the more risky an investment the greater the degree of variance in its value. [5] where is the return on the asset and is a risk-free rate. We can see that a slightly higher average yearly return for the ANN leads to significantly more valuable trading profits, which is why the cumulative return is not quoted on its own as one abnormal gain can lead to drastic differences in cumulative profit. The Sharpe ratio for the ANN is also the highest which demonstrates that it was also the most efficient with the additional risk its model was exposed to. The AIS models were comparable to the ANN, with the nonaccumulating memory model producing the superior result. When compared to the benchmark the ANN and AIS models were able to outperform it with regards to cumulative return and their Sharpe ratios. In table 7 we have the trading results for models which take long and short positions in the market. Once again the top performing model is that of the ANN; however there is a significant difference between the AIS models and the kNN approach, which is consistent with previous results. As well the AIS models and the ANN were able to outperform the benchmark in terms of cumulative return and Sharpe ratios. From the results we can infer that under instance-based learning approaches the models have not benefited from an accumulating memory with the kNN models performance negatively affected the most. Using a trading model with shorting allowed emphasizes the kNN models inability to predict market contractions (as seen in table 5) where the low precision on class 0 has lead to above average losses in those periods. The AIS models and the ANN were better at modeling the market behavior before contractions which yielded positive investment gains in 2008 at a time when the market was experiencing a large trend shift. Figure 4 shows a plot of the monthly returns for each model and the market for the first 6 months of 2008. During this time period the market produces negative returns for 5 of the 6 months, conversely the AIS models with and without accumulating memory only had two and one negative month during the same time period respectively.
B. Long and short positions
X. RESULTS ANALYSIS
From the results in section IX we have seen that small differences in accuracy can lead to significant differences in trading profits. However the trading profits may not generalize as the classification of market movements only considers direction and not magnitude, as a result two algorithms with equal accuracy could produce different trading results. To aid in determining the effectiveness of AIS for market prediction the results in-terms of accuracy will be considered as a statistical test can be performed to discover if the output of the models are significantly different. The test used in this study is a one-sided t-test for binary output distribution. Table 8 displays a matrix of pvalues generated from the previously described statistical test. Form the p-values reported above we can determine that the differences in accuracy between the ANN and AIS models was not statistically significant with p-values of 0.167 and 0.244 for the accumulating and non-accumulating models respectively. When comparing the instance-based learning approaches we see that the differences are statistically significant using a 99% confidence interval with p-values of less than .01 for each comparison. Although the accuracies for the AIS and ANN are statistically significant when compared to the simpler kNN approach these results do not indicate how predictable the market was over this time period. A classifier 3 which always predicted the majority class (class 1) was constructed; its accuracy was 59.17%. The accuracies of the ANN and AIS models are statistically significant 4 in comparison to this majority-class classification, providing evidence that the algorithms have been able to learn a portion of the market behavior.
XI. CONCLUSION
The main focus of this work was to establish if an AIS is a suitable supervised learning technique to model the stock market. This analysis was considered from two angles, first with regards to kNN a much simpler instance-based learning 3 The out-of-sample data had an approximate distribution of 60/40 for class 1 and 0 respectively. 4 P-values were 0.000429, 0.010363 and 0.00467 for the ANN, and the accumulating and non-accumulating AIS models respectively. algorithm to determine if the increased complexity of an AIS offered any advantages and secondly a comparison to other commonly held benchmarks, a ANN and a stock market portfolio, to obtain a more global view of its effectiveness. By all measures of performance introduced in this study the AIS was able to outperform the kNN algorithm. The added complexity of evolving a set of memory cells to model the search space rather than the actual previous instances produced superior results which were statistically significant and which generated substantially more profitable trading models. The ANN did outperform the AIS models whether they used accumulating or non-accumulating memory although the results were not statistically significant with regards to accuracy and the superior trading results cannot be guaranteed to generalize because of a short-coming of the classification technique. The data used in this study is not necessarily the most suitable for AIS algorithms and other datasets could be more favorable to instance-based approaches, future work will consider this question. The AIS models did outperform the other benchmark the market portfolio in terms of cumulative investment return and the Sharpe ratio. Although the returns did not include transaction costs, these would be minimal as the models only make trades on a monthly basis and only if required 5 . This trading simulation along with the comparison to the majority-class classifier provides evidence that the DJIA index monthly returns contained a degree of predictability from 1989-2008, which reflects work done by [23] where the authors had a similar conclusion from training with reinforcement learning on the S&P 500 (another US index) from 1970 -1994. Given these results the AIS could be considered a viable option for modeling the stock market using an instance-based approach rather than developing a global operator such as with an artificial neural network or a support vector machine. In general the practice of using the natural immune system to inspire a learning algorithm has been established as a viable alternative to modeling the stock market when implementing a supervised learning approach.
